Western ghat expedition—13
23 - 25 Mar 2013
300 km (Madurai, theni, ramakalmeedu)

Seeing my snaps a friend of mine pointed out “athi how come your face is never clear in any of your snaps…do
you need me to come along to help you take good ones?”. First thing she is never going to make it to these
places and second I don’t think I am very presentable in these snaps. After being out in the sun all day, day after
day, I really don’t think I need to preserve close up shots in the trips.
But still, here is an attempt to look good in the snaps. I took extra care to keep myself protected from the sun
and the dust.

Sunset, hill top, click click click, you get the idea. It has become a common feature in my snaps. But I am not
going to get tired of it. Not any time soon.

Near theni, atop a hill with a small temple

Another friend of mine asked, “ hey we have been to theni several times but how come we never saw this
spot”…well you guys do it in your fast cars, windows all raised, with one eye on the speedometer and the other
on signposts. Your co-passenger would be asking every now and then “when are we going to reach?”…wake up
buddy. There is more to a journey than just the destination. You need to take it easy and slow.

In theni town got to see bicycles chained together and with unique numbers. So similar to my concept.
However these guys have been around for quiet some time.

And this cute girl was there all the way from theni to cumbum. I felt amused by the fact that the
background of the picture and that of the billboard were similar.
Ramakalmeedu, india’s windiest place, well it did not hit me that hard. But the wind mills in the
background made a good pair with my bicycle.

Had another objective this trip.
Wanted to get a good snap for my
brochures and catalogs. I think I got
a good one here.

Its not just sunsets that make spectacular shots. We have sunrises too! Only thing you have to get up
early in the morning to reach the top.

Sunset or sunrise. Which one is more beautiful. I just don’t know.

